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ABSTRACT

We consider problems of quark exchange effects in cross sections and polarization
observables of dp elastic backward scattering and (d, p) deuteron breakup at high/in-
termediate energy. Theoretical predictions for new polarization observables, ifJ'J and
Cyo, of the dp elastic backward scattering are given.

1. Introduction

Interactions of relativistic deuterons with hadron/nuclear target offer inteT

resting studies — 'hadron probing' of the deuteron structure at short internuclear
distances (see ' • ' 4> "* and references therein). Experiments done in this direction
include the deuteron breakup (DB), {d,p), and the dp backward (in the reaction cm.
frame) elastic scattering (BES), dp -+ pd. At present mesurements of differential
cross section, tensor analyzing power, T20) and ratio of out-proton polarization to
vector polarization of the in-deuteron, «o, for the both reactions are done .

The main results of the hadron probing of the deuteron structure at short
distances can be summarized as follows:

• The empirical proton momentum distributions in the deuteron, extracted from
DB cross section in IA, coincides with that, extracted from BES cross section in
one-neutron exchange (ONE), if IA and ONE are considered in the framework
of the light-cone dynamics .

• Although the qualitative behavior of ^0 and K0 are rather similar for both the
reactions, some differences in their detailed structure were established.

• If the deuteron wave function is assumed to have a standard (S + D) structure,
IA/ONE describes the data only for internal momentum in the deuteron k < 0.1
GeV/c 3.

The last item could be interpreted ' as a manifestation of nonnucleon degrees
of freedom in the deuteron. This hypothesis was justified by the calculations5' 7> 8

based on constituent quark model: it was shown that the effects of quark exchange
between three-quark clusters in the deuteron are as important, as ones originated
from the relative motion of the nucleons (estimated by the standard two-nucleon
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potentials) in DB, when the internal momentum in the deuteron k is of few hundreds
MeV/c. From the other hand it was demonstrated that such calculations are very
sensitive to choice of interaction between constituent quarks. To avoid this problem
and more detail study of exotic components of the deuteron wave function we propose
in this paper some relations between observables of DB and BES, which depend
only on general properties of reaction mechanism and do not depend on such purely
known thinks as qq potential, Resonating Group Method (RGM) function for six-
quark system, etc.

2. iV*-exchange
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Figure 1. Inclusive deuteron breakup in spectator approximation (left) and pd
backward elastic scattering in N* exchange (right). Summation over neutron and
all N* resonances generated by quark exchange between three quark clusters of the
deuteron is assumed.

The deuteron wave function, being considered as a six-quark (69) object, was
shown ' to be qualitatively equivalent to the wave function of RGM

}, (1)

where A = ^ ( 1 — QPm) is a quark antisymmetrizer and <pn(\,2,3) and y>jv(4,5,6)
are the wave functions of the nucleon three quark (3q) clusters; x(r) is the RGM
distribution function. In the absence of the quark antisymmetrizer the RGM distri-
bution function would coincide, up to the renormalization effects at short range, with
the conventional NN deuteron wave function, XAW(F)-

Due to the antisymmetrizer the deuteron wave function (1), being decomposed
into 3q x 3q clusters, includes, apart from the standard pn component, NN*, N*N
and N*N* components which respond to all possible nucleon resonance states, N*
(see, e.g., ^ ) . Because the set of resonances N* includes states with negative parity
the antisymmetrizer A in (1) generates effective P-wave components of the deuteron
wave function.

Following the model of Res. ' '• one has to expend the IA of DB reaction
to the spectator approximation of Fig. 1 (left), which assumes, apart form standard
neutron exchange of the I A, exchange over all Af*-resonances generated by the quark
antisymmetrizer in (1). In turn, the ONE approximation used usually for BES should
be modified to the N* exchange (N*E) of Fig. 1 (right).
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3. General properties of BES amplitudes

In general case BES is determined by 12 independent complex amplitudes,
which are reduced to 6 independent combinations of them when 6cm = 180° 12' 13. To
have further information about the amplitudes we have to specify a reference frame.
In the present paper we will consider only the case where all quantization axis (for
the beam, target, outgoing proton and deuteron) are parallel and perpendicular to
the incident deuteron beam direction. We choose the y axis direction of the reference
frame along the quantization axis of the deuteron beam.

An expression for BES amplitude at 9cm = 180° can be parametrized as follows13

M*T =xi(™ ) [ffi ((«i V ) - ( n t i )(ne2 )) + Si("«i )(>W )+

+ig3 {{S «i<A)x?2
(V)*) - (aft)(n e^x?™*)) + ig4(ffn)(n «,(A»xf2

lV)*)] X l(m) , (2)

where n is the direction of the deuteron beam; «*, and f2 stand for polarization
vectors of the in- and ouf-deuterons with the spin projection on quantizatin axis A
and A', respectively, and Xi(m) (X2("i')) ' s a F*auli spinor for the in- (out-) proton
with spin projection m (m1).

In the chosen frame the polarization vectors are defined to be t '*' =
i,Q, 1), t(0) = (0,1,0), the spinors obey

\) ( ^ ) = 0, («T3T«>i)\ ( ± | ) = 2\ ( T J ) (3)

and (2) is reduced to

+ 92) + 53] *\i*\<i [^(5i + 92) - <?3] *.\-i*v_i , (4)

^ ' ^ (5)

^ " A " ' = ^ ( - f t+ f t )*AV, M£'=gi6Xv. (6)

So there are two following linear relations between six nonzero BES amplitudes:

M\t + Ml: = 2 (Mo°+ + Af,1;) M/+ - M\Z = v̂ 2 (Af,0; - */»+) . (7)

4. Relations between observables in approximation of TV* exchange

In what follows we will use the notation T^m, for the virtual disintegration
amplitude of the deuteron in the channel p + JV*, where (according to Fig. 1) iV* is
the intermediate neutron or any resonance generated by the quark exchange; A and
m' are spin projections of the deuteron and the final proton.
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In the framework of the N*E approximation the BES matrix elements M ^ " '
are expressed via 7\J^f ' as follows:

i\m\'m' ~ 2 ^ •'Am' 1 \'m • (8)
A T *

where the first term (N* = n) of the summation in (8) corresponds to the commonly-
used ONE approximation.

In turn in the framework of approach of Ref.7 the DB cross section for the
pure spin states of the deuteron and the final proton is expressed in terms of the
same amplitudes by

E^; (9)dp

Quite a simple structure of the matrix elements (8) allows one to specify a
certain relations between different spin observables of the BES and DB reactions.
These will differ from the case of pure ONE/IA by presence of some additional
functions £(i,o)(&), £(_i,o)(&) a n d £(i,_ij(fc). For convenience we will call them relative
'discrepancies'. By direct calculations it could be verified that there are appropriate
relations between observables of BES and DB in the 7V*E approximation. Some of
them are given by

, 2

— 1 = 2(E( ! ,_I ) + £(-1,0) + £(l,0)) i (10)

nDB

T$>ES - \ZBES) TS>B = ^2(2e(1,-i) - £(-i,o) - £(i,o)) , (11)

(12)

(13)

In (10)-(14) the superscripts DB or BES mark the tip of reaction; nBU stands for
effective proton momentum distribution extracted from DB reaction cross section
in the framework of IA, nBES stands for that extracted from BES reaction cross
section in the framework of ONE; T^Q

B and Tf0
ES are tensor analyzing powers of

appropriate reactions; KQB and KBES are the polarization transfer coefficients from
the in-deuteron to the out-proton; A'^'Q is polarization transfer coefficient from the
in- to out-deuterons of BES; CBES is polarization correlation between beam deuteron
and target proton for BES. The relative discrepancies are denned as
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{N*)T (AT*)*
(15)

If the sum contains only the neutron exchange term all relative discrepancies turn to
zero and one comes to the results of ONE/IA . From the definition (15) it follows
that the relative discrepancies cannot be negative £(AA') > 0. Excluding CMM1 from
(10)-(14) one obtains

.18 '
(16)

(17)
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Figure 2. Results of the ONE calculations of K$ and C^ES (full-curves, the Paris
deuteron wave function) and the calculations basing on the sum rules (16) and (17)
(points, error bars show uncertainties due to experimental errors of the input data1

for BES and DB observables in the r.h.s. of the sum rules).

Fig. 2 teaches us that at k < 0.3 GeV/c the contribution of the quark exchange
in K$ and C^ES is not significant and ONE for BES is justified. At higher k
the quark exchange changes drastically the results of ONE calculations. Experimental
measurement of these observables should be crucial for experimental study of the quark
structure of the deuteron at short distances. From sume rules (16), (17) one cannot
estimate behavior of K*^ and Cf^BS at k > 0.6 GeV/c due to a lack of experimental
data for K0 for both the reactions at this region.
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5. Conclusions

At k of order of few hundreds MeV/c quark exchange between three-quark
clusters in the deuteron strongly affects polarization observabels of the dp backward
elastic scattering and the p(d,p) breakup. The following experiments are of great
importance for study quark structure of the deuteron at short distances:

• measurement of new polarization observables of BES (A'"Q, Cyy, etc.)
• measurement of K0 for BES and DB at k > 0.6 GeV/c.
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